
EMBER Medical Joins 2020 Start Class of Creative Destruction Lab, an International
Science and Tech Accelerator

EMBER Medical, a multinational provider of telehealth tools and services, announced their
acceptance to the Creative Destruction Lab’s 2020 program, an international organization and
advisory network that accelerates scaling for science and tech-based companies. With the
guidance of advisors based in nine key business centers around the world, EMBER is well
poised to continue scaling and developing key technology solutions while ensuring demand is
met for their growing network of over 70,000 patients across three continents.

“In less than a year since our platform went public, we’ve experienced unprecedented demand
from individual patients and health systems around the world,” said Shadi Wahba, Chief
Executive Officer and Co-Founder of EMBER Medical. “Our membership with CDL reflects the
competitive nature and overwhelming need for our products. We’re thrilled that our company’s
vision of providing affordable quality remote care to underserved areas is shared by the
amazing network of industry leaders at CDL.”

EMBER joins the CDL network alongside science and tech disruptors at CDL’s Atlanta site, the
Georgia Institute of Technology’s Scheller College of Business. For the duration of the nine
month program, EMBER is focused on scaling existing offices in the United States, MENA, and
Africa. EMBER’s latest technology offering, the desktop-based Electronic Telehealth Console,
will be a focal point of their expansion efforts. With upcoming key partnership announcements in
Q4, EMBER also intends to spur awareness and adoption of telehealth practices for patients
and clinics unfamiliar with the benefits of remote care.

“We’re proud to receive such a warm welcome of endorsement and support from CDL’s team of
industry leaders,” said Mohamed Elshazly, Chief Medical Officer and Co-Founder of EMBER
Medical. “We can’t wait to begin working with them.”

About EMBER Medical

Powered by AI, EMBER is the mobile (and soon to be desktop) telehealth platform simplifying
healthcare for doctors and patients. EMBER focuses on ease, convenience, and accessibility by
providing affordable medical services from symptom onset to treatment delivery. Learn more
about EMBER’s services and physician network at www.embermed.com.

http://www.embermed.com

